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“M-commerce is accelerating at such a rate that many
organisations are struggling to keep up. As mobile starts to justify
focus that is equal to, if not greater than more conventional
channels, those who dedicate investment and sufficient attention
to the channel are likely to benefit.

As consumer expectations continue to rise, existing mobile
businesses cannot rest on their laurels. A dual focus on updating
both apps and mobile websites is a pre-requisite, whilst mobile
advertising offers a unique opportunity for targeted digital
marketing campaigns.”

– Paul Davies, Senior Technology Analyst

In this report we answer the key questions:

Are smartphones too small for commerce?

Are enough companies embracing mobile?

Should more advertising expenditure be attributed to
mobile?

4G rollout – Is Everything going to be available Everywhere?

The smartphone purchasing market is being used by more consumers
and on a more frequent basis than ever before. Almost two thirds (62%)
of Britons now own a smartphone, with nearly half (49%) of these
consumers using the device for online shopping or purchasing. Whilst, at
present, many use m-commerce for small purchases, it is likely that the
mobile devices will have a significant impact on sales of more premium
products and services over the coming years.

This report will examine the purchasing habits of smartphone owners,
assessing what consumers are willing to buy through their mobiles and
how much they tend to pay for items, products and services.

The analysis looks at why they choose to buy this way and what, if
anything, stops them from buying certain goods or services through
their mobile phones.

For the purposes of this report a smartphone is defined as a mobile
phone that can access the internet via a web browser and download
apps from an online ‘store’, such as Apple’s App Store or Android
Marketplace.

Within this report references to m-commerce do not include sales
from other portable devices, such as tablets, unless specified.

The term smartphone purchaser refers to those who have purchased
at least one product or service through their smartphone over the
past 12 months.
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